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Frequently Asked Questions  
County Realignment 

Forsyth County Community Conversation Questions 
April 28, 2021 

What specific challenges or issues has Forsyth County had with Cardinal 
when it comes to service delivery for Innovations Waiver recipients? 

Some impact considerations that have been discussed: 

• Inability of caretakers to predict respite services and supports. 
• Increased probability of caretaker burnout. Inability to continue to support an individual at 

home, resulting in out of home placements. 
• Decreased access to rehabilitative services and life skills development.      
• Diminished quality of life for individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities 

(I/DD) and caretakers. 
• Cumbersome and disjointed complaint and advocacy process.   
• Inadequate support network and no process for backup services during provider service 

issues. 
Forsyth County recognizes Cardinal Innovations cannot serve more individuals on the Innovations 
Waiver without increased funding from the State.  However, there is a need to increase access to 
alternative services and provide ongoing engagement and education to our I/DD service recipients 
and their supports.    

How will Forsyth County measure success with Partners? What 
outcomes will be tracked for progress monitoring? 
Forsyth County is using data to provide a community-wide snapshot of intellectual and 
developmental disabilities and behavioral health service provision and to address growth 
opportunities specifically to emergency department (ED) readmits, outcomes-based care 
coordination and a strong enhanced service provider network. Our measures are consistent with the 
existing LME/MCO data collection process and will target the following areas: 

• Percentage of individuals with I/DD receiving (b)(3) and/or LME/MCO funded services.  
• ED readmissions rate.  
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• Authorization timeframes for Utilization Management.  
• Rate of complaints per 1000. 
• Rate of authorization appeals per 1000. 
• Access to Care Coordination.  
• Authorization denial rate.  
• Number of therapeutic foster homes in Forsyth County. 

What is Forsyth County’s plan if the Secretary denies the disengagement 
from Cardinal? 
Forsyth County will continue to work collaboratively with Cardinal and advocate for the needs of our 
Forsyth County residents. The LME/MCO contract is between the North Carolina Department of 
Health and Human Services (DHHS) and Cardinal Innovations, so Forsyth County will also need to 
continue working closely with DHHS to ensure the needs of our community are met. 

Will Forsyth County still maintain its role in determining how best to use 
county behavioral health funds? 
Yes, Forsyth County will maintain its role in determining how to best used county behavioral health 
funds.  

What is the Forsyth County web address for public comment? 

The public comment period was open from March 5 to May 5. You may review the disengagement 
plan at the link below.  

https://forsyth.cc/disengagementplan.aspx 

How many people signed up the first Forsyth County Community 
Conversation? 

113 signed up to participate in the first Community Conversation.  

After Forsyth County how many more counties will Partners take on? 

Partners is working with four counties that are in various stages of the realignment process. We are 
supporting Forsyth County in its creation of an application for realignment. Cabarrus County and 
Union County will realign to Partners in September. Stanly County has submitted their realignment 

https://forsyth.cc/disengagementplan.aspx
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application and we are awaiting the Secretary’s approval. Partners does not currently have any 
intention to grow beyond these four additional counties.  

 

We understand there may be additional movement of counties associated with the operation of NC 
BH/IDD Tailored Plans and Department requirements in the future. If Partners was called on in the 
future to consider expanding our covered area, we would first carefully consider the impact on our 
existing members and future members. As a value-centered organization, Partners is fully 
committed to our model as a mission-focused, member-focused and community-engaged 
organization. As we have with the counties currently in the realignment process, we would first 
closely evaluate the alignment of values between Partners and the county. Secondly, we would 
determine if can we serve the members of the county in a way that guarantees for them the highest 
quality of care. Thirdly, we would thoroughly analyze our ability to manage the highest quality 
services for new members while not detracting from the care for and commitments to our current 
counties. 

As Partners expands, is there any thought being given to moving 
headquarters to a more central location?  
Partners has always, since formation of three legacy area programs, maintained a somewhat 
decentralized, regional approach to operational headquarters. Currently, in addition to community 
team members located throughout the region, administrative positions and leadership positions are 
also decentralized with some in Gastonia, Hickory, Elkin and Statesville.  With the current approved 
additional counties of Cabarrus and Union, there are already plans to locate community team 
members, administrative team members, as well as leadership positions in the new counties as well. 
We expect the same will be true in Forsyth County. 

Will Partners still hire Cardinal employees and, if so, is there a concern 
about continuing some of the practices that were not good for our 
county?  

We recognize the importance of maintaining the continuity of care for our members and that will 
continue to be the driver regarding staffing decisions. We will work collaboratively with Cardinal to 
identify any instances where care coordination and other needs of members are not being met 
today.  
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How do you envision membership on the Board of Directors if Forsyth 
County is given approval to join? 
Partners’ Board of Directors is committed to having every county represented on the governing 
board. As with past expansion when Rutherford County joined Partners in 2019 and is currently 
being addressed with the additions of Cabarrus and Union Counties, the board will amend the 
membership and bylaws respectively to allow all counties to be included. That same philosophy will 
be the case when Stanly and Forsyth counties complete the realignment process as well. 

Will Partners continue to support local initiatives such as the work of MH, 
SU and I/DD advisory committees and other advisory boards? 
It is a critical part of Partners’ model to be deeply invested and engaged in the local community. 
Partners will absolutely continue to support the work of these groups. Partners’ approach 
throughout our existence has been that a “one size does not fit all.” What fits is what works best in 
that county. With those groups providing the current value that they do, Partners is grateful for the 
opportunities that we have had so far to meet with many of the advisory panel members and we 
look forward to working together to respond to what the community needs.   

Will Partners work with our hospitals to reduce ED visits?  
Yes, Partners is committed to working with our hospitals to reduce ED utilization. We maintain a 
consistent focus on the ED utilization of our members and have developed several initiatives to 
address this challenge, including targeting care management services for members in the ED, Value 
Based Contracting with our providers delivering Assertive Community Treatment Team (ACTT) and 
Community Support Team (CST) services to decrease ED utilization of members engaged with these 
services, community marketing campaign to promote the awareness of mobile crisis services, 
expansion of mobile crisis services for children, and more.  

Will you consider supporting local community-developed, peer-led 
initiatives to promote more solutions in our community?   
Yes. Partners utilizes multiple tools to address needs that are not supported by Medicaid or State 
funding. We are committed to finding innovative ways to overcome barriers to service. Peer Support 
and other services using PSS workers are good options. We also collaborate with counties to 
maximize maintenance of effort (MOE) funding in a variety of ways to help fill in gaps for needed 
services.  
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Some examples include: 

• Peer navigation for families through local departments of social services (DSS) (Rutherford 
DSS is example). 

• SOAR workers embedded within community-based organizations and agencies to help 
individuals receive benefits such as Medicaid, HUD housing and other assistance. 

• Licensed therapists and peer support workers embedded in the local jails to provide services 
and linkage to services upon release. 

• Licensed therapists located in local DSS offices to provide immediate/quick access to clinical 
assessments and services not covered by Medicaid, such as case consultation with the social 
worker, home visits, specific training for social workers/families and other case support 
activities. 

• Funding of various social determinants of health needs.  
• Specific assessments prior to Medicaid or other insurance coverage to help expedite process. 
• Emergency placements not funded by Medicaid or other insurance to help expedite the 

process. 
• Specific transportation needs. 

How will SIS, ISPs, and other screenings be migrated from Cardinal to 
Partners? Will members need to ‘redo’ everything or just update our 
plans as they come due (annually)? 
The Supports Intensity Scale (SIS) is an assessment, and the Individual Support Plan (ISP) is a care 
plan most often associated with individuals receiving services through the NC Innovations Waiver. 
There will be no need to 'redo' assessments or plans as the existing assessment and plan will 
transition from Cardinal to Partners with the member. This process is very similar to the transfer 
process when a member receiving Innovations Waiver services moves to another area of the state. 
Cardinal and Partners are committed to a smooth transition for every member. 

Does Partners value high quality and compliance Person-Centered Plans? 
Will Partners hold providers accountable to these plans?  
Partners puts a high value on the quality of our members’ Person-Centered Plans (PCPs).  As 
providers develop these plans with our members, it is most important that these plans represent 
the voice of the member in the treatment goals, interventions, and the frequency and duration of 
services. First and foremost, we look for the member’s voice throughout the plan. Secondly, we look 
to see if the plan is individualized and unique to each member. Next, we look for a robust and 
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current crisis plan to ensure that the member has the support necessary to face challenges. We 
work closely with our Provider Network to offer training in and technical assistance with Person-
Centered Thinking and Person-Centered Planning. Additionally, our Utilization Management 
program reviews PCPs closely during the authorization process and gives individual feedback to our 
providers.     

Cardinal care coordinators are not allowed to advocate for consumers. 
With Partners, will there be an advocacy component that care 
coordinators will provide? 
Partners believes that the best way a care coordinator or care manager can support an individual is 
to ensure that the individual is fully informed of options available to them and to ensure that their 
plan clearly reflects the needed services and supports. 

In North Carolina, LME/MCO Care Coordinator or Care Managers are prohibited from serving as an 
advocate for the members. There is a service in the NC Innovations Waiver called Community 
Navigator and advocacy is one of the functions of that service. Currently, LME/MCO Care 
Coordinators and Care Managers are not able to act as a Community Navigator. However, we 
believe that within the operation of the BH I/DD Tailored Plans that launch in July 2022, care 
managers will be able to perform the role of Community Navigator.  

How will Partners address monitoring providers’ implementation of the 
person-centered plans within the Tailored Plan requirements?   
With the launch of BH I/DD Tailored Plans and Tailored Care Management, every member 
participating in care management will have a Care Plan. Tailored Plans are required to monitor the 
development and completion of these plans through the electronic data exchange with 
organizations that provide Tailored Care Management. These organizations are required to 
demonstrate electronic data exchange with Partners in order to contract with us for Care 
Management. We are currently developing this process and are confident that we will meet this 
requirement.  
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Based on my own experiences, Partners was unable to effectively assist a 
member whose home burned down. The burden was placed on the 
provider to help this member. How will Partners improve by expanding 
services? 
We are not aware of this particular situation. However, Partners welcomes hearing any concerns or 
challenges from our members, providers or individuals in the community. When we talk about our 
organizational philosophy and who we are as an organization, we consider ourselves to be a learning 
organization. If something does not go well for an individual provider, member or community 
stakeholder, those experiences are opportunities for us to really evaluate internally and evaluate 
together where could we be better. Fundamentally as an organization, we use those opportunities 
to make sure that we learn and grow. Our hope is that people bring concerns to us in real time so 
that we can find solutions quickly and make sure that ultimately, the member we are supporting 
gets what he or she needs. 

How will Partners assist providers and consumers with access to a 
culturally competent workforce that is trained to meet the needs of 
people with intellectual and developmental disabilities across a variety 
of settings? In short, how to address the DSP workforce crisis. 
Workforce impact is something that we are seeing across the network, with Direct Support 
Professionals (DSP) particularly impacted. We are aware that this is a statewide and systemwide 
issue. Partners is working with our provider network to identify innovative solutions to help support 
the DSP workforce. For instance, we are exploring opportunities for partnership to create a 
certification program for the direct support professionals to help them climb the career ladder.  

Additionally, we are also engaging providers around workforce issues in general, including rate 
enhancement opportunities, technical assistance and training so that we can support the next 
generation of human services professionals, as well as direct support professionals. We view these 
challenges as an opportunity for Partners to listen to what the needs are, then look for 
opportunities to collaborate, problem solve and be part of the solution.   

How is Partners addressing DSP workers not showing up for work? 
The consistency of service delivery is a statewide issue. Due to COVID-19, providers are currently not 
required to submit back-up staffing reports. However, Partners’ care managers monitor service 
delivery and assist members and their families in resolving backup staffing issues with providers.  
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Partners recognizes that this is a statewide, systemic issue. We have engaged our Provider Council 
to help to look at ways that we can address this issue. The Provider Council created a sub-
committee, and they are also working with our Global Continuous Quality Improvement 
committee. This group has recommended several solutions that are being operationalized now.  

We will work collaboratively to educate providers, care managers and families regarding backup 
staffing. Additionally, we are working with providers on the identification of back up staffers that 
are familiar with the impacted families to ensure the family can accept that back up staffer. While 
we want to ensure that back up staffing is in place, we also want to ensure that true health and 
safety issues are attended to as well.   

Does Partners have a housing program? How will you assist Forsyth 
residents with their housing needs? 
Partners has a very active housing program, and we are currently expanding this team to better 
assist our members with their housing needs. We have a designated phone number and email 
address for members with housing needs.  Our housing specialists and housing manager assist 
members individually, as well as with our local communities to expand housing options and 
resources. They manage our county HUD grants, attend local Continuum of Care meetings, recruit 
landlords, offer trainings in the community regarding fair housing standards, and develop new 
resource opportunities for our members. We anticipate further expanding our team to assist 
Forsyth County members.  

Will Partners work with DSS and the Court system to provide better 
services for foster care children?   
Partners is committed to supporting the work of DSS and the court system. In order to facilitate 
open communication and collaboration, Partners Care Management department has assigned 
dedicated DSS and Division of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) liaisons for each of our counties.  We will work 
closely with Forsyth County DSS and DJJ organizations to establish their own liaisons.   

Partners works with DSS to address barriers that impede quick access to treatment services. Below 
outlines some of the interventions we have found successful: 

• Partners’ Regional Directors meet with the DSS Directors on a quarterly basis (or frequency 
of Director’s choice) to discuss issues of concern. 
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• Partners’ Regional Directors have worked with county managers and commissioners to 
utilize maintenance of effort dollars to address some of the concerns brought up at the 
quarterly meetings. 

• Regional Directors also worked with DSS, DJJ and Utilization Management to agree on 
specific elements required in comprehensive clinical assessments when kids were being 
discharged from regional evaluation centers so authorizations would not be delayed. 

• Quarterly meetings are held with stakeholders, so all parties understand the role of 
utilization management, the definition of medical necessity and the levels of care. 

• Regional Directors and other departments within Partners have provided trainings to court 
staff, hospital staff and others on community resources. 

• Regional Directors, Partners Community Engagement department and others have worked 
with various DSS to implement a trauma informed care approach within the DSS system 
(varying levels depending on the local DSS) and within communities. 

*Partners Regional Directors follow the same process in our collaboration with the Division of 
Juvenile Justice. 

What actions would you take systemically to reduce the over-use of 
coercive treatment? Do you fund any models of trauma-informed 
engagement and prevention that reduce the need for crisis services, 
and hospitalization? Will you make this a priority for system efforts 
and partnerships in our urban community?  
We use many strategies to help combat overutilization of IVC. We have trained magistrates, judges, 
and hospitals on both IVC and community resources. We have found that sometimes the issue is 
related to specific individuals or locations or simply not realizing other options are available. 

Other strategies include a variety of trauma informed training and engagement with our providers, 
stakeholders and community; including law enforcement Crisis Intervention Training (CIT), which 
assists law enforcement professionals on approaches to talking with someone who may be in a 
crisis.  Providers are also trained in crisis prevention and management and one of the evidenced 
based approaches proven to be successful with individuals with mental illness and/or substance use 
disorder is Motivational Interviewing.  This approach focuses on stages of change and helps the  
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professional to "meet the individual" where he or she is at and help to identify self-motivation for 
receiving care.   

In addition to CIT and Motivational Interviewing, Strengths-based case management is an evidence 
informed service that has been proven successful, especially with individuals with substance use 
disorder. These approaches to service delivery focus on the individual and their strengths, while 
treating them with dignity and respect.  Often individuals feel so much shame and guilt and are 
hesitant to seek help.  Sometimes the individual doesn't see the need for help.  And finally, there are 
situations when an individual is potential risk to harm herself or someone else and refuses help.  
This is when an IVC is necessary. 

 

Where can we file a complaint against Cardinal on behalf of members 
receiving services?  
Cardinal's grievance process can be found at this 
link: https://www.cardinalinnovations.org/Contact/Report-concerns 

 

 

link:%20https://www.cardinalinnovations.org/Contact/Report-concerns
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